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ABSTRACT 

This deliverable describes the test results performed on the Prototype P1 of the ETICS project. The tests 

follow the test plan described in D6.2, in particular the expected features of the prototype P1 as well as the 

topology of the testbed and its environment. KPIs, also defined in D6.2 test plan, were computed on the 

basis of the test results and were used to assess the level of compliance of the prototype. A global score of 

75% was achieved by prototype P1, which proves that the ETICS consortium meets its objectives concerning 

the first version of the prototype. Finally, some of encountered bugs and experiences learned during the 

tests have also been useful for WP6 to give feedback to both WP4, to improve the architecture, and WP5 to 

improve and enhance software modules. 
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E X E C UT I V E  S UM MA R Y  

After the two previous phases of WP6, namely “Testbed specification, design and setup“ and “Detailed test 

plan and test methodology to validate the Business Model Scenarios“, this deliverable addresses the first 

step of the third phase of WP6: “Integration, trials activities and demonstrations”. The modules developed 

in WP5 have been integrated and tested cyclically in WP6 and attained feedbacks were sent to WP5.It is 

also the first of a series of 3 documents that reports the tests performed by ETICS WP6 partners in order to 

assess the different versions of the ETICS prototype, namely prototype P1, P2 and P3. The release 1 of this 

report corresponds to the prototype P1 and it is organized as follow: 

• Chapter I introduces quite briefly the purpose of the integration, the tests, the assessment and the 

objectives. It also reports the planning followed to integrate and test the first prototype. 

• Chapter II reminds the test plan from D6.2 for prototype P1 with some minor updates. It is included 

in the present deliverable for completeness reasons, in order to make it self-contained. 

• Chapter III reports the tests associated with the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) defined in D6.2 

and which are validated in the installation, integration and configuration phases. 

• Chapter IV reports the tests corresponding to the functions and requirements. 

• Chapter V describes the conclusionsincluding the final KPI results. 

The prototype P1 has implemented not only per-NSP centralized facilitator scenario as planned in D6.2 but 

also fully centralized facilitator scenario. 

This first series of tests that corresponds to the “Integration, Installation and Configuration” phase was very 

successful. With a high score of 88%, the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) largely meet our objectives and 

this high score allows us to argue that the prototype P1 is assessed as fully meeting its first objectives in 

term of integration, installation and configuration. 

The different functional tests and resulting KPI scores show that the testing of prototype P1 was overall 

good. Functionalities and requirements objectives have been met. In term of bugs, prototype P1 raised a 

certain numbers of enhancements that have been taken into account both in subsequent releases of P1 

and mostly incorporated for the future prototype P2. No major problem was raised during this phase. 

Finally, WP6 partners have learned a certain number of lessons from this first test campaign, which allows 

giving first feedbacks to WP5 in order to improve the second version of the ETICS prototype. Among these 

feedbacks, a major revision in the specifications has to be operated to trigger service termination at the 

service plane and to give up the introduction of temporal process in the management/control plane. The 

creation of the NSP discovery protocol in a community has also to be envisaged to facilitate dynamic auto-

configuration of the service plane software modules. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. OBJECTIVES 

After the two previous phases of WP6, namely “Testbed specification, design and setup“ and “Detailed test 

plan and test methodology to validate the Business Model Scenarios“, this deliverable addresses the first 

step of the third phase of WP6: “Integration, trials activities and demonstrations”. The modules developed 

in WP5 have been integrated and tested cyclically in WP6 and attained feedbacks were sent to WP5. 

In particular, the Edge-to-edge Business Model Scenarios defined in WP3 and WP4 either with a fully 

centralized facilitator or with a per-NSP centralized facilitator, have been validated at the level of the ETICS 

defined Business and Service Plane. This work will be extended through the next releases of the ETICS 

prototype as described in the deliverable D6.2. The prototype P1 is stabilized and can already be used for 

public demonstrations. 

The deliverable is organized as follows: 

• Chapter I introduces quite briefly the purpose of the integration, the tests, the assessment and the 

objectives. It also reports the planning followed to integrate and test the first prototype. 

• Chapter II is a reminder of the tests plannedin D6.2 for prototype P1 with some minor updates. It is 

included in the present deliverable for completeness reasons, in order to make the present 

deliverable self-contained. 

• Chapter III reports the tests associated with the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) defined in D6.2 

and which are validated in the installation, integration and configuration phases. 

• Chapter IV reports the tests corresponding to the functions and requirements. 

• Chapter V describes the conclusionsincluding the final KPI results. 

As define in D6.2 “Test Plan”, the prototype P1 is the alpha release of the ETICS system that only supports a 

subset of full functionality and concentrate only to the Business and Service planes. Consequently, at this 

stage, some configurations are done manually, in particular regarding the acquisition of the topology. The 

ETICS system will be able to auto discover its peers and the underlying network topology only when the 

Control plane will be supported i.e. from P2 only.  

1.2. ORGANISATION 

The ETICS experiments are supported by the deployment of a Pan-European Inter-Carrier platform 

represented by all relevant partners’ labs involved in the testing. The interconnection through 

GEANT/NREN has been canceled and replaced by an interconnection through Internet. 

All the source and compiled code of the required software modules for the prototype P1 has been 

uploaded into a specific repository of the SVN server of the ETICS project. This repository is only accessible 

by all the partners of the ETICS project consortium. In the repository, configuration files have been also 

provided with accompanying documents to facilitate software deployment and configuration. 
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Even if centralized SLA composition model (fully centralized facilitator scenario) was scheduled for 

Prototype P2, it was decided to include it at this earlier phase of experimentation in addition to the local 

SLA composition model (per-NSP centralized facilitator). To achieve this two different experimentation 

configurations are presented and the two scenarios reported in chapter 3 and 4 accordingly. 

1.2.1. FULLY CENTRALIZED FACILITATOR SCENARIO TEST CONFIGURATION 

 

Figure 1-1: P1 phase 1 Inter-Carrier test topology 

For the experiments we have defined an interconnection topology between five NSPs. The different pairs of 

ETICS partners have managed these interconnections during the tests. It was decided to not have a fully 

meshed interconnection between all NSPs but to assume that NSPs will reuse a part of their current IP 

interconnection (public Internet or private business services), to offer ASQ-TT and ASQ-TA to a sub-set of 

NSPs of an ETICS community. Different addressing spaces for the NSPs and examples of possible router 

interconnections have been defined. In addition to the Inter-Carrier test topology provided with the 

prototype P1 configuration files, partners were free to define other NSPs interconnections with other 

partners to enhance to topology map. 

One of the involved ETICS partner was also selected to further deploy the fully centralized facilitator for the 

played ETICS NSP community (as in Figure 1-2). 

The deployment of the prototype consisted of each partners to launch a “NSP service server” software 

instance in their respective labs and additionally for one of them a “facilitator service server” software 

instance. All the servers for the tests had to be reachable from others NSP/labs i.e. using a public IP 

address. Moreover, other software modules, namely firewall and Network Address Translation (NAT) when 

required, had to be configured for some partners to allow for connectivity. In the configuration files of all 

“NSP service server” the IP and HTTP port address of the “facilitator service server” had to be declared. By 

symmetry, the “facilitator service server” had been configured to know all the “NSP service server” IP and 

HTTP port addresses. As mentioned previously, this limitation is essentially for the P1 due to the lack of 

control plane at this stage, thus not allowing an automated topology discovery. 
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Figure 1-2: Servers’ deployment example: 3 NSPs that can have any interconnection with others 

In order to facilitate the mentioned configuration of the different servers, a new companion document 

under the form of a presentation, named “P1_deployment.ppt”, has been created and distributed through 

the ETICS SVN server. In order to build the presentation, the different IP addresses of partners had been 

previously gathered through the private’s ETICS wiki web site. 

Three software development versions of the servers (1.00, 1.01 and 1.02) were used to fix the bugs 

reported to bug tracking system during the phase 1. In addition one partner used also the fourth version 

(1.03) of the servers to perform the tests. The usage of different versions of the servers explains some 

differences in the test results between different partners. 

The different tests were performed through the usage of the web GUI linked to the different servers such 

as presented in the deliverable D5.2. 

1.2.2. PER-NSP CENTRALIZED FACILITATOR SCENARIO TEST CONFIGURATION 

For the experiments we have defined an interconnection topology between four NSPs, each managed 

during the tests by each ETICS partner. As explained previously, it was decided not to have a full mesh 

between all NSPs but to assume that NSPs will reuse a part of their current IP interconnection (public 

Internet or private business services) to offer ASQ-TT and ASQ-TA to a selected part of an ETICS community. 

Different addressing spaces for the NSPs and example of possible router interconnections were also 

defined. This time, partners weren’t free to define other NSPs interconnections with other partners. Only 

new routers or interconnection between already interconnected NSPs were allowed. This limitation put in 

place to minimize dynamic updates of configuration files with potential interruption of services for the 

tests. This testing phase, namely Phase 2, was also used to propose to partners to test connectivity services 

with one extremity that can be defined as a region. Note, that this option was not really highlighted to all 

partners during the Phase 1 and only tested by one partner. Indeed, this feature is an extra behavior that 

has not been scheduled for P1, but for P2. 
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Figure 1-3: P1 phase 2 Inter-Carrier test topology 

 

In this scenario all ETICS partners had to also deploy a facilitator for their NSP domain. 

 

Figure 1-4: Servers’ deployment example: 3 NSPs having other NSPs as neighbors 

The deployment of the prototype consisted in launching a number of “NSP service server” software 

instances in their respective labs, which was equal to the number of interconnected neighbor NSPs for each 

partner representing one NSP. The software limitation of the implementation required different hosts for 

the different “NSP service servers”. This limitation required for different partners the usage of NAT protocol 

when they have only a single public IP address for their lab. In addition, as already mentioned, each partner 

had to launch a “facilitator service server” to receive offers from their neighbor NSPs. We also selected one 

partner, who deployed a third “NSP service server” to publish locally private offers in order to combine 
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them (by composition process) with neighbor offers. This additional test was proposed to initiate end-to-

end services for future tests for VPN application. 

All servers have to be reachable from others, i.e. using a public IP address, but also well configured  firewall 

and NAT (if required) in order to allow the reachability. In the configuration files of all “NSP service server” 

software instance, the IP and HTTP port address of the “facilitator service server” of the targeted neighbor 

NSPs (or the local one for private offers) had to be declared. By symmetry, the “facilitator service server” 

had been configured to know all the “NSP service server” IP and HTTP port addresses of its neighbor and 

also its private own server for one of the NSP. 

In order to facilitate the configuration of the different servers, an updated version of the accompanying 

document, named “P1_deployment.ppt”, has been provided. As for the previous phase, the different IP 

addresses of partners had been gathered through the private ETICS wiki web site. 

Two software development versions of the servers (1.03 and 1.04) were used for all the tests. 

A new companion document, named “HowToAnalyseServiceServerConsoleLogs.txt” has been created to 

explain how to interpret logs in the console of the servers to facilitate debugging. 

The different tests were performed through the usage of the web GUI linked to the different servers, as 

presented in the deliverable D5.3. 

1.2.3. PARTNER COMMENTS 

This subsection contains some explanatory material from some of the partners, providing additional 

information regarding the setup of their respective testbeds as well as additional comments pertaining to 

the testing process. 

The AUEB-RC testbed consists of three PCs. One PC is publicly accessible through Internet with a public IP 

address. There is a firewall blocking connections to all ports of this PC with the exception of the port 8881, 

where the local instance of the domain D1 NSP server is run, and the port 8809 where an instance of the 

facilitator service can be run. This PC has also a second network interface to a private Local Area Network. 

This allows connectivity to two more PCs where an instance (per PC) of the NSP service can be run. Thus, in 

total the AUEB-RC testbed can host at most one facilitator instance and three NSP server instances under 

the fully centralized scenario. 

The ALBLF testbed consists of three PCs. All PCs are connecting to a router, which has a public Internet 

access, and a fix public IPv4 address. The router uses NAT protocol to route incoming traffic to the good PC 

according to the TCP port. Unfortunately, one of the three PCs presented blocking due to firewall 

configuration for external incoming traffic. Only two PCs were used during the tests phases with other 

ETICS partners. The deployment of the testbed was easy but the cumulated time for the configuration of 

the servers for all the partners was long. Moreover the addition of one or several partners in the platform 

required to stop the servers to update according to the scenario all or a part of the already deployed 

servers. This task also reflects what can be the impact to add a new NSP in a community. The future 

releases of the ETICS prototype should integrate a dynamic way to add or cancel a NSP in a community 

without interruption of the server in the service plane to maintain a high level of availability of the service 

plane. This feature does not require a modification of the protocols and messages exchanged between 
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servers but a new design of the software implementation of the servers. In the same way, it was complex to 

manage different GUI windows according to the different network neighbor relation that a NSP can have in 

the per-NSP centralized scenario. Integration and the relation with the different NSPs should be envisaged 

in the same GUI for future releases. Respectively a reflection on the number of servers to launch, according 

to the number of neighbor relation a NSP has, should be initiated between partners for future prototype 

releases. 

1.3. EVOLUTION TOWARD THE D6.2 TEST PLAN 

Some modifications have been necessary regarding the test plan elaborated in the chapter 4 of the D6.2. In 

particular updates concern the testbed topology, the KPI computation and the planning. The original test 

plan is provided in annexes I in order for this deliverable to be self-contained. 

1.3.1. TOPOLOGY TESTBED EVOLUTION 

For the first prototype, each partner (owning a testbed platform) that will participate to the different test 

scenario will manage at least one Edge NSP. Then, all the Edge NSP, located in the various partners’ lab 

platforms have been directly interconnected through Internet interconnectivity. Indeed, direct connections 

have been used as the prototype P1 is only formed by Web Server that could be reached directly. The only 

particular configurations come from the different Firewall and NAT traversal rules that each partners have 

been deployed in order to protect its respective testbed.  

In fact, the interconnectivity of the testbeds was updated with respect to plans presented in the D6.2, due 

to the non-usage of GEANT services. For that purpose, refer to chapter 1 which described the different 

topologies that have been configured in order to test the prototype P1.So, neither IP GRE tunnels nor the 

GEANT network have been used for the P1 testbed. 

1.3.2. KPI COMPUTATION 

The global KPI indicator for the life cycleKPIlc is computed like this: 

 

with n = 25 equal to the total number of KPI for life cycle (See table 1.1 in Annexes I). 

So, KPIlcfor the life cycle will be equal to 100% if and only if all KPI(i) are reached. With a threshold set to 

50%, only half of them must be achieved. 

At a prototype performance testing level, KPIs have been straightforwardly derived from the requirements 

(see D6.2) and will give an indication of the extent to which the prototype behavior responds to the 

expected requirement. For each requirement test table (See Annexes I tables 1-3 to 1-6) the global KPI is 

computed as the sum of the results of each individual test. The weights that have been assigned for each 

test, give the weighing of the test in the KPI. Test result, a score between 0 to 1 (1 when a test is successful, 

0 in case of failure and a value between 0 and 1 depending of the completeness), is then multiply to the 

weight and sum to the others to finally compute the KPI. 
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A score of 100% means that all tests of the group are successful. The threshold for the test KPI’s are fixed 

independently for each group of tests to 50%. The results of these KPIreq will complete the life cycle KPIlc in 

order to evaluate the global satisfaction of the test results. 

1.3.3. ROADMAP & PLANNING 

The following table shows the different phases, as described in the prototype life cycle (see section 2.2 of 

D6.2), that WP6 partners executed in order to integrate, configure, deploy and test the first prototype. Due 

to the late delivery of the software modules by WP5, the planning was initialized with a T0 time fix to the 6
th

 

of January 2012. The initial planning is built on a 4 months cycle, but it has been reduced for the prototype 

P1 to less than 3 months as the number of tests is fewer than for other prototypes. In particular, the 

Integration, Installation, Configuration steps and tests themselves have been divided by 2 (reduced to one 

week), but multiply by two as two different phases of tests have been performed: Fully centralized and Per-

NSP centralized scenario. So, we spent more or less the same time as schedule, but reduce the time to 

write the report. 

Tasks  T0= 06/01/2012 T0 +1 / T0 + 2 months T0 + 2 / T0 + 3 months T0 + 3,5 

Installation 1              

Configuration  1             

Unitary tests   1            

Face-to-Face tests    1           

End-to-End tests 

Ph1 

    1          

Installation      ½          

Configuration       ½         

Unitary tests       1        

Face-to-Face tests        1       

End-to-End tests 

Ph2 

        1      

Reports           4 weeks to write report  

Archiving             1   

Table 4-7: Planning of prototype 1 tests 

1.4. NOTATION 

For the ease of reading, the table below reminds the signification of acronyms used in this document, 

which were described initially in the deliverable D2.2. 

Acronym Description 

ASQ Assured Service Quality: A connectivity service/path with predefined performance in terms of business and 

technical attributes described in an SLA 

ASQ Path Path that belongs to an ASQ in order to guarantee some QoS 

ASQTT ASQ Traffic Termination: allow the buyer to received traffic with corresponding QoS 

ASQTO ASQ Traffic Origination: allow the buyers to send traffic with the corresponding QoS 
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ASQTTA ASQ Traffic Termination Adjacency: ASQTT that needs to cross at least one Transit NSP 

ASQTOA ASQ Traffic Origination Adjacency: ASQTO that needs to cross at least one Transit NSP 

ASQECC ASQ End-user Content delivery Connectivity 

ASQIEC ASQ Interactive End-user Connectivity 

IC Good Interconnect Good: A good offered from one NSP to another NSP or from one NSP to a business customer or 

an Information SP 

NSP Network Service Provider 

Edge NSP NSP owner of an Edge network 

Transit NSP NSP owner of a Transit Backbone 

Network Planes Four planes have been defined in ETICS: Business/Service, Control, Transfer / Data and Management 

PoI Point of Interconnect: A well-defined location and interface where two NSPs are directly connected (e.g. intra-

office) for the purpose of trading interconnect goods and exchanging interconnect traffic and/or signalling 

SLA Service Level Agreement: An agreement (contract) on the SLS of a service, which is provided as a product (in 

the context of ETICS an IC good) 

SLS Service Level Specification: The formal specification of a service level, comprising business and technical terms 

Table 1-1: List of Acronyms used in this document 
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2. INTEGRATION & CONFIGURATION TEST RESULTS 

This chapter reports the different tests performed during the first 3 steps: Integration, Installation and 

Configuration. The corresponding test plan has been described in section 2.1. A global KPI indicator has also 

been computed to assess the prototype. 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The integration phase went very smoothly as the prototype P1 have been produced by only one partner 

(ALBLF) who performed all integration steps before delivering software modules to the WP6 partners. 

Concerning the installation, each partner started from the SVN repository, which was setup by FTW at 

http://svn.ngnlab.at/svn/etics, in order to download and maintain an up to date version of the software 

modules delivery. Finally, configuration has also been provided by ALBLF for each partner, so again, this 

step went very smoothly. 

No bugs have been raised during these phases. 

2.2. TEST RESULTS 

The table below shows the different test results performed by the different partners. Some of the results 

concern all the steps, in particular the one described in the chapter 4. Nevertheless, the global results are 

provided here as they serve for the KPI computation. 

Expect 3 KPI, all others global KPI have been passed successfully achieving a high score of 88% for the 

integration, installation and configuration steps. The detail results are as follow: 

KPI1: The prototype P1 is composed by 2 software modules as described in chapter I. All partners 

have successfully installed them. 

KPI2: All software modules have been integrated. This indicator is not very pertinent for Prototype 

P1 as the integration step has been performed by ALBLF before delivery the modules. 

KPI3: Like for KPI2, partners have not spent time for the integration phase. 

KPI4: P1 was delivered both in source code and as Java .jar class. So, no compilation phase has 

been necessary. 

KPI5: Initially 5 lab platforms (ALBLF, Orange, DT, TiD and AUEB) were involved for the phase 1. For 

phase 2, Primetel has replaced AUEB. 

KPI6: Installation phase take less time as the KPI allowed. This due to the great work performed by 

ALBLF to deliver good quality software modules, already integrated with good 

documentation. 

KPI7: Installation phase has been replicated successfully on all testbed. 

KPI8: Like for KPI6, configuration step take less time as ALBLF prepare configuration files for all 

testbeds. 
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KPI9: The mean of preliminary tests was above the maximum fix by the KPI. Only ALBLF has 

performed more tests, but it includes all tests to verify the features of the prototype P1 

before delivery it to all partners. 

KPI10: Reliability is the first KPI not meet by the prototype P1. This is mostly due to some crash 

encountered during bugs detection step. The last version of the prototype P1 doesn’t suffer 

from any bugs and is reliable. 

KPI11: A minimum set of Face-to-Face tests were performed before the global end-to-end tests to 

verify that the deployed testbed was up and running. In particular, these tests allow us to 

check and verify that the different Firewall and NAT, deployed to protect the different 

testbed, have been correctly configured. 

KPI12: Time spent for preliminary tests was under the threshold mostly due to the large work done 

by ALBLF in advance. 

KPI13: KPI13 and KPI17 are the 2 others KPI not met. This is mostly due to the fact we have decided 

to share the different face-to-face and end-to-end tests between partners. In particular, 

between A and B, for example, only A has performed tests with B as we have considered that 

tests from B to A are also covered. So, only 50% of partners were involved. This will not be 

reproduced for prototype P2 and P3. 

KPI14: The various topology maps tested in prototype P1 with the configuration covered all 

expected features (i.e. Edge-to-Edge).  

KPI15: These tests take more time as the preliminary tests but remain under the threshold. No 

particular problems have been raised. 

KPI16: Same as KPI11. 

KPI17: See KPI12. 

KPI18: Same as KPI15. 

KPI19: 26 bugs have been discovered during the different tests (preliminary, face-to-face and end-

to-end) and for both phase1 and phase 2. No bugs were detected during the installation, 

integration and configuration phase. Bugs are detailed in chapter 4 below. 

KPI20: All 26 bugs have been resolved or closed when they concern enhancement for next 

prototype release. 

KPI21: Bugs have been simply and quickly detected. It was not necessary to setup complex test nor 

spent too much time to detect them. 

KPI22: One report has been produced. 

KPI23: Time spent for reporting has been less than scheduled. Thanks to the TRAC system that 

helped us for that purpose. 

KPI24: 3 minor revisions have been produced for this prototype P1. The two first concern bug 

corrections and the last one corresponds to the phase 2 of tests. 

KPI25: Finally archiving the prototype P1 has been done twice: after phase 1 and after phase 2 

mostly for the configuration part. 
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Table 2-1: KPI test results 

2.3. CONCLUSION 

This first series of tests and KPI were very successful. With a high score of 88% we largely meet our 

objective and this high score allows us to argue that the prototype P1 is assessed as fully meeting its first 

objectives in term of integration, installation and configuration. 
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3. FUNCTIONS & REQUIREMENTS TEST RESULTS 

This chapter reports the different tests performed to verify that the prototype P1 is compliant to the 

features described in section 2.2.  Four KPI indicators have been computed at the end of each test series in 

order to assess the prototype. 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

The tests have been conducted in conformance to the test plan described in section 2.2. Again, partners 

have used the TRAC system setup by FTW at http://www.ngnlab.at/trac/etics to track and follow the bugs 

reported during these steps. 

3.2. TEST RESULTS 

The table below shows the different test results performed by the different partners. Some of the results 

concern all the steps, in particular the one describe in the chapter 4. Nevertheless, the global results are 

provided here as they are used for the KPI computation. 

3.2.1. ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONAL TESTS 

The achieved KPI is only 62%, but still above the threshold fixed at 50% for the P1 prototype. This result is 

mostly due to the fact that the it is impossible in prototype P1 to terminate manually or automatically an IC 

goods. In fact, only the automatic removal is supported through the expiration date, but this needs the 

support of the control plane to work. However, the control plane will be incorporated only from P2. The 

second draw back concerns the management of the limit of offers. In some cases, it is possible to buy more 

than the SLA offer allows, which is normally not possible. Finally, a bug in the GUI prevents some partners 

from correctly seeing all the details of the SLA contract. As this bug has been corrected in a subsequent P1 

release (in particular the latest 1.0.3), the test was OK for some partners that performed the test latter on 

or redid it after the release of 1.0.3 was made available. 

3.2.2. BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS TESTS 

This time the achievement of KPI was very good with a high score of 78% compared to the 50% threshold. 

Again, it was a GUI problem that did not allow partners to verify if the POI is correctly chosen for both the 

ASQTT and ASQTO requests, as well as to obtain the detailed information of the contract at the end. Most 

of these GUI bugs have been corrected with the last version 1.0.3 of P1. 

3.2.3. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS TESTS 

With a 70% KPI, we are above the threshold but the score is less compared to the one attained for the 

Business Requirements Tests. In fact, 3 tests obtain a general 0% achievement. Again, this is due to the lack 
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of GUI presentation of information details in the SLA contract (bug now corrected) and the impossibility to 

terminate an SLA contract automatically and manually. 

3.2.4. NETWORK REQUIREMENTS TESTS 

This is the highest KPI score we have achieved in our tests with the score value being 92%. However, these 

tests were less significant (only 2 tests) and concern mostly the way the topology was managed. Indeed, 

the network requirement tests are more devoted to the control and transfer planes and so, will mostly be 

tested with prototype P2, respectively P3.  
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Table 4.1: Functional tests results 
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3.3. BUGS REPORT 

The table below is an automatic extraction from the Trac system used by the WP6 partners during the 

prototype P1 tests. From the 26 detected bugs, we have performed the following classification: 

• 14 of them are minor and concern mostly enhancements for the next version of the prototype. All 

these bugs will be solved in the P2 release and consequently have been closed. 

• 3 bugs are minor defects or trivial. They mostly concern errors that have been solved quickly during 

the different evolution of P1 and that have very little impact on the P1 functionalities. 

• 5 bugs are major defects that needed correction in order to progress in the P1 tests. Some have 

been corrected in the minor releases of P1 and others will be handled in P2. 

• Finally, 4 bugs are critical and blocker defects that prevent us to perform correctly the tests. They 

correspond to the errors reported in the test results table of the previous section 4.2. 

 

 

ticket summary component type created priority 

description 

3 NSP View Published Offers problem 
Domain Q 

Learning 
defect 18/01/12 minor 

I run an instance of the NSP for domain1 (using the domain1 of ExampleConfig provided) locally, as well as 

an instance of the facilitator, also locally. Through the management interface I create a dummy offer (I use 

the loopback address for the pair of Border routers and the others predetermined values provided by the 

interface) and publish it. The offer is created and I can see it from the Facilitator View Offers menu and 

when I click on it the details appear in a separate page. 

 

However when I try to click on the View published offers of the NSP Interface (http://127.0.0.1:8881/) I get 

the following error message: 

 

"The method specified in the request is not allowed for the resource identified by the request URI. You can 

get technical details here. Please continue your visit at our home page." 

 

I get the same message both in IE and Firefox. 

4 
P1 doesn't start correctly with relative 

config directory 

Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 25/01/12 minor 

When launch P1 under Linux with openJDK 1.6, if a relative configuration directory is given as argument, 

NSPserver start but web pages are not correctly show and Facilitator doesn’t start properly. 

 

Installation guide must be update to precise that the config directory given as the first argument must be 

an absolute path name and not a relative one. 

5 
NSPserver fail want ask for Qlearning 

through the web page 

Domain Q 

Learning 
defect 25/01/12 major 

Once the NSP server and the Facilitator are launch,Open a web browser and go to the NSP web interface 

and then click on Reservation menu, then Qlearning hang. 

 

A Java error appear in the console and an error message show in the web browser: "The server 

encountered an unexpected condition which prevented it from fulfilling the request" 
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ticket summary component type created priority 

description 

6 
NSP server doesn't handle correctly the 

absence of facilitator 

Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 25/01/12 minor 

Launch only the NSP server, open a web browser to the NSP interface and try to create an offer. This fail as 

the facilitator is not running. Unfortunately, the web browser just said that there is an error, but not 

precise which kind of error. 

 

An improvement could consist to reply to the NSP user that the facilitator is out of service and that the 

new offer could not be publish. 

 

7 Validate error 
Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 25/01/12 minor 

Connecting to the facilitator and asking for requests for 10.71.50.1 - 10.73.50.2 with default values filled 

in. After the results are displayed in an array (D5-D4-D3-D1) and the criterion value appears in the end 5.1 

Euros. I then press validate. Though I get a chain and request id, there is the following error message after 

the table is displayed:Error occur when reserving on http://127.0.0.1:8885. 

 

This is due to the fact that there is no local instance of D5 running, but the Third Party Management 

Interface software in this case should appear an error message saying that one of the networks in chain is 

unreachable. 

8 Presentation enhancements 
Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 25/01/12 minor 

Some presentation enhancements for the software that could make it more user-friendly: 

• The software (both NSP and Facilitator) should never display the IP addresses and ports of the 

various services, even in error messages. The user of the software will not necessarily be the 

administrator who configured it (e.g. could be some guy from the business unit of an NSP) so he 

should not see such low-level information since he does not know (or care) where the various 

servers are running. 

• To the same end, real-world names of the various NSPs should appear in the screens so that the 

user understands that e.g. he got as a reply from the facilitator a chain such as BT-FT-DT-Telenor 

without having to open (if it is possible for him) the configuration files to see which domain 

corresponds to D1, D2, ... In case of multiple domains, this is an additional overhead, it would be 

better to use a HashMap in the software and map all those strings to the names of the NSPs. 

• Also a couple of simple help pages about how to perform simple tasks would really enhance the 

software's user-friendliness (good to have for the review demo, especially if the reviewers want to 

do a couple of trials on their own) 

 

9 P1 is not able to terminate an SLA 
SLA 

Negotiation 
defect 10/02/12 major 

Once a reservation has been validated, the User Interface doesn't propose an action to stop the 

reservation 

10 
SLA doesn't automatically terminate after 

the duration period 

SLA 

Negotiation 
defect 10/02/12 major 

In P1, once the SLA has been validated and after waiting its duration time, the SLA is not removed. 
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ticket summary component type created priority 

description 

11 
SLA negotiation crash when request an SLA 

in one domain 

SLA 

Negotiation 
defect 10/02/12 blocker 

When request an SLA in one Domain (D4), only the enumeration algorithm is working, but price seems 

strange (negative price is return). All others algorithm crash resulting a java error in the console. 

 

I attached the topology (ses.xml) file of the domain D4 where the tests were performed. 

12 It is not possible to negotiate an ASQ TO 
SLA 

Negotiation 
defect 10/02/12 critical 

When attempting to reserve an ASQ TO from D4 to D3 or from D3 to D4 respectively from D3 or D4, result 

in failure (look at ticket #11) or no possibility 

13 Outdate SLA offers remain visible in UI Third Party enhancement 10/02/12 minor 

Once an SLA offer is out of date, it must be removed from the SLA Offer database. This offer 

continues to appear in the SLA Offer listing though the UI. 

 

 

14 
Detail about a reservation are missing on 

the UI 
Third Party enhancement 10/02/12 minor 

Once a reservation is validated, it is not possible to look at the detail of the reservation. Only validity, 

Border Node and domain are available. No QoS parameters are show. 

15 Only one Offer is propose 
SLA 

Negotiation 
defect 10/02/12 critical 

When negotiate a new SLA, only one offer is proposed even if others 

possibilities are available. 
   

16 PoI are not show once the SLA is validate Third Party defect 10/02/12 major 

Once the SLA is validated, the PoI is not show. 

17 Request ID not appear during offer Third Party enhancement 29/02/12 minor 

The request ID does not appear during the display of a proposition offer during negotiation. If we do not 

validate or cancel the offer it is difficult to find it after in the "reserve negotiated services" page. 

18 Error during validation 
Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 29/02/12 minor 

The messages are not clear when we validate an offer through the "reserve negotiated services" page, for 

example the message is at the bottom. Also when an error occurred, the message is not explicit. 

19 Service server console logs 
Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 29/02/12 minor 

How to interpret logs to facilitate debugging     

20 
Validation of end-to-end offer after 

expiration of individual offers 

Domain Q 

Learning 
defect 29/02/12 critical 

If we don't directly validate an end-to-end offer when the result is displayed after negotiation it is possible 

to validate after the date/time of at least one of the individual offer in the composition. 

21 Infinite time of offer proposition 
Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 29/02/12 minor 

Despite the expiration date of an end-to-end offer due the expiration dates of its offers composition, it 

would be great to add a validity time for a proposition before the expiration date of its composition. 

22 Facilitator help page typo 
Domain Q 

Learning 
defect 29/02/12 trivial 

Typo in help page of the facilitator 
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ticket summary component type created priority 

description 

23 Negative price Third Party defect 07/03/12 major 

The presented service composition in specific case (where there is only one offer that correspond to the 

service constraints) has a negative price. This bug was also identified in Ticket #11 but not well reproduced 

to be fully debug. 

24 Page description enhancement Third Party enhancement 07/03/12 minor 

Some pages should replace "ASBR" by "extremity", precise the units of some parameters (min, ms, 

Mbit/s...), be more explicit on what they produce (filtering of offers for "request offer", sent or received 

offers in "view published offers"...). 

25 Direct details of offers Third Party enhancement 07/03/12 minor 

Some pages should provide directly more details (not all) of the 

offers without to click on the offer id. 
   

26 
Display by the GUI the used version by the 

NSP and facilitator service server 
Third Party enhancement 07/03/12 minor 

It would be interesting to display through the GUI of the NSP and facilitator service server, the used 

version by the servers for remote users.  This option can help debugging. 

27 Timing synchronisation Third Party defect 07/03/12 minor 

Some reservations have a wrong time for reservation and termination (and expiration time for validation). 

This is due to the Operating System time configuration of the server hosting the software servers. 

28 
Single NSP service server GUI for different 

relation to neighbour NSPs 

Domain Q 

Learning 
enhancement 07/03/12 minor 

In the implementation of phase 2 (per-NSP centralised composition scenario), we use a different NSP 

service server GUI for each neighbour NSP where we publish offers. It would be interesting to have a single 

GUI for all relations and to select for which sub-set of NSPs we would like to publish offers for example. 

Table 4.2: Bugs inventory 

3.4. CONCLUSION 

The different tests and KPI scores show that the testing of prototype P1 was overall good. Functionalities 

and requirements objectives have been met. In term of bugs, prototype P1 raised a certain numbers of 

enhancements that have been taken into account both in subsequent releases of P1 and mostly 

incorporated for the future prototype P2. Only one major problem was raised during this phase and 

concerns the SLA termination, which is not supported by P1. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Not only per-NSP centralized facilitator scenario implementation as scheduled in D6.2 but also fully 

centralized facilitator scenario implementation has been accomplished during this first round of prototype 

testing. The different tests and KPI scores 

• 88% for Installation, Integration and Configuration phases, 

• 62% for functional tests, 

• 75% for the Business Requirements, 

• 70% for the Technical Requirements, 

• and 92% for the Network Requirements, 

show that the testing of prototype P1 was overall good. Functionalities and requirements objectives have 

been largely met in comparison to the 50% threshold fix in the test plane. In term of bugs, prototype P1 

raised a certain numbers of enhancements that have been taken into account both in subsequent releases 

of P1 and mostly incorporated for the future prototype P2. Some bugs that prevent some tests have been 

corrected quickly by the releases of prototype P1 (in particular by the 1.0.3 version). Only one major 

problem was raised during this phase and concerns the SLA termination, which is not supported by P1. 

The different lessons learned from the tests allow us to address these feedbacks to WP5: 

• The SLA contract termination (manual and automatic) must be handle at the business/service plane 

and not at the management/control plane, 

• WP6 provides through the enhancement listed in the bug report some refinement and update for 

the detailed architecture, 

• The future releases of the ETICS prototype should integrate a dynamic way to add or cancel a NSP 

in a community without interruption of the server in the service plane to maintain a high level of 

availability of the service plane, 

• Some updateshave been incorporated tothe D5.3 document in order to integrate more details 

facilitating integration and deployment, 

• A new companion document (in addition to the D5.3) has been created to facilitate the deployment 

and the configuration of the prototype according to the different scenario and the partners 

involved in the experimentations. This document contains also explanations on how to interpret 

the logs in the console of the servers to facilitate debugging. 

From a testbed point of view, we retain that Firewall and NAT configuration must be handled as soon as 

possible and better tested before starting the tests. In particular, the testbed must be better prepared 

before starting the P2 tests to avoid connectivity problems. 

From a tested topology, the prototype P1 has been configured to handle Edge-to-Edge scenario as schedule 

in the D6.2 test plan. However, no test has been performed on region and only ASQ-TT and ASQ-TO have 

been handled. 
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A N N E X E S  

1. PROTOTYPE P1 TEST PLAN 

This chapter has been extracted from the deliverable 6.2 “ETICS Business Model Test Plan” chapter 2 &4 as 

a reminder and in order to make this deliverable self-contained. 

1.1. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPI) 

1.1.1. DEFINITION 

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are commonly defined as quantification for key business or technical 

performances of complex organizations or systems. 

Defining KPI is essential for processes which shall be controlled and managed with reference to a set of 

given objectives, assuming that a process must be measurable in order to be controllable and potentially 

improved. A system of integrated indicators can provide the controllers with all the significant information 

for assessing a system’s behavior, in a “business intelligence” perspective. 

Within WP6, a system of KPI can become extremely useful tools for the assessment of ETICS prototypes. 

KPI can be assessed at two distinct though interlocked levels: 

1. KPI for Prototype Lifecycle (“Overall Test Plan KPI”); 

2. KPI for Prototype performance testing (“Requirement-derived KPI”). 

At a Prototype Life Cycle level, KPI can allow to judge the overall Test Plan evolution in terms of prototypes 

implementation and testing. 

The following section describes the KPI for the prototype life cycle. 

1.1.2. LIFE CYCLE KPI 

Below, for each step of the prototype life cycle, a significant (and potentially non exhaustive) set of 25 KPI is 

provided, covering different implementation and testing aspects meant to guide through the evolution of 

the prototype life cycle 

• KPI for Integration of software modules:  

• KPI 1 – Number of software modules composing the prototype.  

Description and interpretation: the indicator offers a view of the inner software complexity 

related to the given prototype (i.e. a higher number of software modules to be integrated 

implies higher software complexity), and can be used to benchmark the software 

complexity characterizing different prototypes. 
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• KPI 2 – % of software modules integrated.  

Description and interpretation: the indicator is obtained by calculating the percentage of 

software modules integrated, divided by the overall amount of software modules 

composing the prototype (as provided by KPI 1), and pictures the level of software 

integration characterizing the prototype (i.e. the higher the %, the higher the integration 

level). 

• KPI 3 – % of software modules requiring compilation. 

Description and interpretation: the indicator is obtained by calculating the percentage of 

software modules requiring the more complex programming activity of compilation, 

divided by the overall amount of software modules composing the prototype (as provided 

by KPI 1), and pictures the level of programming complexity characterizing the prototype 

(i.e. the higher the %, the higher the programming complexity). 

• KPI 4 – Time for integration of software modules  

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of software modules integration, and 

allows to consistently schedule the activity within the overall action plan.  

• KPI for Deployment and installation of software modules on all testbeds: 

• KPI 5 – Number of lab platform testbed 

Description and interpretation: the indicator offers a view of the effort to devote in the 

activities of downloading and installing the different software modules (identified by KPI 1) 

in different lab platform testbeds (i.e. a higher number of lab platform testbed implies 

higher effort).  

• KPI 6 – Time for Deployment and installation of software modules on all testbeds 

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of deployment and installation of 

software modules on all testbeds, and allows to consistently schedule the activity within 

the overall action plan.  

• KPI for Configuration of the prototype according to the local lab platform characteristics:  

• KPI 7 – Index of Replicability of installation documentation 

Description and interpretation: the indicator calculates the level of replicability of 

installation documentation for different lab platform testbeds, i.e. how many times the 

same installation documentation shall be re-written in order to meet specific testbed 

requirements/peculiarities. The index captures the level of homogeneity characterizing 

each testbed in terms of software modules installation and downloading, and may be 

calculated as the overall number of times the installation documentation shall be re-written 

or modified in order to be applicable for each and every lab platform testbed.  

• KPI 8 – Time for Configuration of the prototype according to the local lab platform 

characteristics 
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Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of configuration of the prototype 

according to the local lab platform characteristics, and allows to consistently schedule the 

activity within the overall action plan.  

• KPI for Unitary tests in local scenarios (only on the local lab platform):  

• KPI 9 – Number of preliminary local tests required  

Description and interpretation: the indicator offers a view of the effort to devote in the 

activity of validating the prototype installation, and can be calculated by the number of 

preliminary local tests to be performed (i.e. a higher number of preliminary tests implies 

higher effort).  

• KPI 10 – Prototype reliability 

Description and interpretation: the indicator is aimed at describing the prototype reliability, 

and is dual to the crash or failure probability. Such probability may be retrieved by 

operator’s historical series on similar prototypes and testbed, and the lower the crash or 

failure probability, the higher the prototype reliability.  

• KPI 11 – Time for Unitary tests in local scenarios  

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of unitary tests in local scenarios, and 

allows to consistently schedule the activity within the overall action plan.  

• KPI for Face-to-Face tests:  

• KPI 12 – Number of face-to-face tests performed  

Description and interpretation: the indicator offers a view of the effort to devote in the 

activity of assessing the prototype behaviour through face-to-face tests, and can be 

calculated by the number of tests performed (i.e. a higher number of face-to-face tests 

implies higher effort, but also higher expected system reliability/predictability).  

• KPI 13 – % of partners involved in the face-to-face tests   

Description and interpretation: the indicator shows the partner involvement during the 

face-to-face tests activity, and is calculated as the number of partners involved in a paired 

relationship on the overall number of WP6 partners expected to take an active role in the 

testing activity. A proper threshold should be set for this indicator, close or equal to 100% 

(i.e. each and every WP6 partner should be involved in at least 1 face-to-face test), in order 

to grant a sufficient overall system reliability. 

• KPI 14 – Completeness of network of paired relationships    

Description and interpretation: the indicator describes how complete the network of 

paired, face-to-face relationship is, and is calculated (separately for each and every partner) 

as the number of  paired tests with different partners the given operator is involved in, 

divided by the number of WP6 partners providing a lab platform testbed. E.g., a value of 1 

for KPI 14 indicates that the partner is involved in as many paired tests as the number of 
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potential partners it could relate to, thus having established a complete network of 

relationships where each and every possible linkage is tested. Again, the completeness of 

network of paired relationship gives an indication of the overall system reliability.  

• KPI 15 – Time for Face-to-Face tests 

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of Face-to-Face testing, and allows to 

consistently schedule the activity within the overall action plan.  

• KPI for End-to-End tests: Similar to the previous step, but this time with all the lab platforms 

together. 

• KPI 16 – Number of end-to-end tests performed  

Description and interpretation: the indicator offers a view of the effort to devote in the 

activity of assessing the prototype behaviour through end-to-end tests, and can be 

calculated by the number of tests performed (i.e. a higher number of end-to-end tests 

implies higher effort, but also higher expected system reliability/predictability/significance 

of results).  

• KPI 17 – % of partners involved in the end-to-end tests   

Description and interpretation: the indicator shows the partner involvement during the 

face-to-face tests activity, and is calculated as the number of partners involved in the end-

to-end testing process on the overall number of WP6 partners expected to take an active 

role in the testing activity. A proper threshold should be set for this indicator, close or equal 

to 100% (i.e. each and every WP6 partner should be involved in at least 1 end-to-end test), 

in order to grant a sufficient overall system reliability. 

• KPI 18 – Time for end-to-end tests 

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of end-to-end testing, and allows to 

consistently schedule the activity within the overall action plan.  

• KPI for Bug Tracking:  

• KPI 19 – Number of bugs detected 

Description and interpretation: the indicator indicates the system’s tendency of 

experiencing problems or failures described as bugs, and can be calculated by the number 

of bugs detected (i.e. a higher number of bugs detected implies higher tendency to fail, but 

also lower system reliability).  

• KPI 20 – Number of bugs successfully corrected 

Description and interpretation: the indicator indicates the ability to correct the detected 

and signalled bugs, calculated by the number of bugs corrected, divided by the number of 

bugs detected (i.e. a higher % of bugs corrected over those detected implies a strong 

capability of the system managers to grant the prototypes operation, a higher system 
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reliability and potentially a lower risk associated to each bug detected – bugs are easily 

signalled and corrected). 

• KPI 21 – Time for bugs detection, signalling and correction 

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of bugs detection, signalling and 

correction, giving an indication on the amount of time spent in this management process 

(with no value added).  

• KPI for Report: 

• KPI 22 – Reporting effort  

Description and interpretation: the indicator offers a view of the effort to devote in the 

activity of reporting tests, and can be calculated by the number of releases sent out and/or 

the number of pages written for each release (i.e. a higher number of releases implies 

higher effort, but also higher level of detail in the test description).  

• KPI 23 – Time for tests reporting 

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of Reporting, and allows to 

consistently schedule the activity within the overall action plan.  

• KPI for Archiving: 

• KPI 24 – Number of prototype versions  

Description and interpretation: the indicator offers a view of the effort to devote in the 

activity of archiving different prototype versions, and can be calculated by the number of 

prototype versions released (i.e. a higher number of prototype version released implies 

higher archiving effort).  

• KPI 25 – Time for archiving 

Description and interpretation: the indicator considers the total amount of time (calculated 

in Days and Hours) devoted to performing the activity of prototype version archiving, and 

allows to consistently schedule the activity within the overall action plan. 

1.1.3. KPI COMPUTATION 

For each of the previously defined Life Cycle KPI, the table below explicitly offers a calculation method, the 

metric to be used, and, where possible, a satisfactory threshold or level to be obtained in order to argue 

that the prototype is well performing; such thresholds can support a proper prototype management and 

assessment. 

 

KPI Calculation Metric Satisfactory Threshold/Level 

KPI 1 Σ (Number of Software modules) # Σ ≤ N. MAX 

KPI 2 Σ (Number of Software modules integrated) / 

Σ (Number of Software modules) 

% Σ ≈ 100% 
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KPI Calculation Metric Satisfactory Threshold/Level 

KPI 3 Σ (Number of Software modules compiled) / 

Σ (Number of Software modules) 

% Σ ≤ N. MAX 

KPI 4 Σ (Days, Hours for software integration)   Days, Hours Time ≈ 4/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 5 Σ (Number of Lab Platform Testbeds)  # Σ ≥ Number of partners involved 

KPI 6 Σ (Days, Hours for testbed installation ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 2/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 7 Σ (Number of installation documentation rewriting) # Σ ≤ (# Testbeds/2) 

(Objective: Minimize) 

KPI 8 Σ (Days, Hours for Prototype Configuration ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 1/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 9 Σ (Number of preliminary tests) # Σ ≤ (# Testbeds*2) 

(Objective: Minimize)  

KPI 10 1 – Crash or Failure Probability % Σ ≥ 95% or N. MAX 

(Objective: Maximize) 

KPI 11 Σ (Days, Hours for Unitary Tests in local scenarios ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 2/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 12 Σ (Number of face-to-face tests)  # Σ ≥ (Number of partners involved)/2 

KPI 13 Σ (Number of partners involved in face-to-face tests)/ 

Σ (Expected Number of partners involved) 

% Σ ≈ 100% 

KPI 14 Σ for each partner  (Number of face-to-face tests)/ 

Σ (Number of partners involved) 

# Σ ≥ Σ (Number of partners involved)/ 2 

KPI 15 Σ (Days, Hours for face-to-face tests ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 2/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 16 Σ (Number of end-to-end tests)  # Σ ≥ (Number of partners involved)/2 

KPI 17 Σ (Number of partners involved in end-to-end tests)/ 

Σ (Expected Number of partners involved) 

% Σ ≈ 100% 

KPI 18 Σ (Days, Hours for end-to-end tests ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 2/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 19 Σ (Number of bugs detected)  # Σ ≤ N. MAX 

KPI 20 Σ (Number of bugs corrected)/ 

Σ (Expected Number of bugs detected) 

% Σ ≈ 100% 

KPI 21 Σ (Days, Hours for bug processing ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 1/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 22 Σ (Number of reports)  # Σ = Number of end-to-end tests 

KPI 23 Σ (Days, Hours for reporting ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 5/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

KPI 24 Σ (Number of prototype versions)  # Σ ≤ Number of prototypes * 2 

(Objective: minimize) 

KPI 25 Σ (Days, Hours for archiving ) Days, Hours Time ≈ 1/20 Total Time  

of Prototype Life Cycle  

# : Pure Number 

% : Percentage 

N. MAX : Maximum Number considered suitable by the partners involved (e.g. on the basis of historical series or of system 

characteristics). 

Table 1-1: Life cycle KPI computation 
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1.2. TEST PLAN OF PROTOTYPE P1 

This section details the prototype P1 test plan as described in D6.2. 

1.2.1. DESCRIPTION OF PROTOTYPE 

The first prototype will correspond to the alpha version of the ETICS solution. The goal is to build a proof of 

concept of our proposed solution by concentrating only on Service and Business planes. The expected 

result is to negotiate a SLA that corresponds to an ASQTT or ASQTO IC goods trading between two Edge 

NSPs. For that purpose, we have decided to limit the scope of this ETICS prototype features and behaviours 

in order to concentrate on the basic components of the architecture. Indeed, the first ETICS prototype will 

serve as a base for the following prototypes. On top of it, new features and behaviours will be added. 

Topology map is also reduced to a simple Edge-to-Edge relation where difficulty consists to find the 

expected Edge between all the neighbours (i.e. the one which serve the destination or source IP address). 

As transit NSP will be supported from prototype 2 and on, only ASQTT and ASQTO are relevant to the first 

prototype. Concerning the SLA composition model, local computation and push model will be the only 

scenario tested. Finally, during the SLA negotiation, simple bandwidth parameters for the QoS and simple 

additive price parameters for the Business will be taken into account. 

Feature Description P1 

ASQTT � 
ASQ type 

ASQTO  

SLA Negotiation model Push � 

SLA Composition model Local � 

Topology Map Edge-to-Edge � 

Network Plane Business/Service  

QoS Parameter(s) Bandwidth � 

Business Parameter(s) Additive price (e.g. X cents/Mbit-s/month) 

best priced composition selection 

� 

Table 1-1: Prototype P1 features composition 

1.2.2. SOFTWARE MODULES COMPOSITION 

Based on the expected features listed in the previous section, the prototype 1 will be composed of the 

following elementary functions:  

• EF.1 to compose and create SLA offers, 

• EF.2 and EF.3 to register and discover previously created SLA offers, 

• EF.4 to order and negotiate an SLA, 

• EF.5 to select the optimal Point of Interconnect in multi-links scenario, 

• EF.7 to find the Edge NSP that own the source or destination client, 

• EF.9 to reserve resources at the business and service level,  

• And EF.14 to release the SLA once it is no longer used. 
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The elementary functions will be integrated only at the Business and Service plane level. 

Function  Function name Plane P1 Prerequisites 

EF.1 Composition and creation of IC product offer Business/Service   

EF.2 IC product registration Business/Service  EF.1 

EF.3 IC product discovery Business/Service  EF.1, EF.2 

EF.4 IC product order Business/Service  EF.1, EF.2, EF.3 

EF.5 Domain path/chain computation Business/Service  EF.7 

EF.7 Endpoint resolution Service �  

EF.9 Resource reservation Business/Service  EF.4 

EF.14 Resource release Business/Service  EF.9 

Table 1-2: Elementary Functions supported in Prototype P1 

1.2.3. ETICS TESTBEDS TOPOLOGY MAP 

For the first prototype, each partner (owning a testbed platform) that will participate to the different test 

scenario will manage at least one Edge NSP. Then, all the Edge NSP, located in the various partners’ lab 

platforms, will be directly interconnected through the GEANT / NREN interconnectivity that has been 

defined in deliverable D6.1 (see figure below). 
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Figure 1-1: Interconnection platform links used as inter-carriers links between Edge NSP 

As the Edge-to-Edge scenario does not involve a transit NSP, the GEANT / NREN networks will not be 

considered for the different tests. The different links between each Edge NSP will be described with static 

parameters. Indeed, as the first prototype will concentrate only on business and service negotiation phase 

and because there is no transit, no test will be performed on AS path computation. There is only one path 

computation that simply consists to find the correct Edge (i.e. the one that serves the source or 

destination). So, there is only one possibility to link to Edge NSP and inter-domain links characteristics have 

no actual impact or role. 

Nevertheless, Autonomous Systems are generally linked through several pairs of AS Border Routers, and so, 

several inter-domain links. For its first Prototype, ETICS aims to show that the solution is able to choose 
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from several multiple links, which interconnect two Edge NSPs, the best of them, or at least the one closest 

to the request. For that purpose, the topology of the ETICS testbed will reflect this situation and setup 

several links between the Edge NSP pairs, in order to verify that the business algorithm is capable to select 

the preferred link, according to the request and business policy rules. 

1.2.4. TEST PLAN 

For the test plan, we have taken the different requirements allocated to the prototype 1 in the chapter 3, 

and defined the corresponding test as well as expected results and assessments. Test plans have been sub-

divided in four main categories: Elementary functions, Business, SLA and Network; each category is detailed 

separately in the following sub-sections. As this is the first prototype, the test plan does not need to take 

into account any previous prototype, and so, no transition or regression tests need to be defined. KPI 

weights are given in percentage in order to reflect the weight of the test in the group. Each group of test 

corresponds to a global KPI score equal to 100% at the maximum i.e. the sum of weight equal 100%. 

Because this first prototype will be composed of software modules in their early stage of development, the 

satisfaction threshold for the test KPI’s is fixed to 50%. The KPI will then complete the life cycle KPI’s to 

evaluate the satisfaction level. 

1.2.4.1. Elementary Functions Tests 

The tests below will be performed on the elementary function supported by prototype 1 in their early stage 

of development as indicated by the gradual notation. 

 

Function  Test description Assessment 
KPI 

weight 

EF.1, EF.4 
Buy an IC good and check that the composition and 

creation (EF.1) is correctly handled. 

SLA is validated between the sellers Edge NSP and the 

buyers Edge NSP 
30% 

EF.2 Publish newly created IC product IC product known by Edge NSP neighbours 5% 

EF.3 Check that remote IC products could be discovered IC products are accessible by remote Edge NSP 5% 

EF.5 

Buy an IC good and check that the optimal link is 

chosen according to the requested QoS in a multi-link 

configuration 

The SLA contains the PoI of the chosen link in a multi-

link configuration 20% 

EF.7 
Buy an IC good and check that the correct source or 

destination Edge NSP is selected 

ASQ path includes the correct end-points 
20% 

EF.9 

Buy more IC goods than possible and check that 

response is negative when no more goods are 

available. 

Not possible to sell / buy more IC goods than 

available 10% 

EF.14 
Terminate an IC good and check that corresponding 

resources are available 

SLA terminated and resources freed 
10% 

Table 1-3: Elementary functions test plan 

1.2.4.2. Business Requirements Tests 

The following tests apply to the business requirements. Thus, as they correspond to general and initial 

requirements, the tests appear to be basic, but are essential to guarantee that the ETICS solutions respect 

the expected features. 
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Reference Test Description Assessment KPI 

weight 

BR-GEN-01 During IC goods announcement, check that all 

suitable information are provided to peer NSP 

IC goods described with both technical and 

business parameters 
10% 

BR-GEN-03 Check that each Edge NSPs that compose the 

ETICS testbed announce at least one IC goods. 

Minimum of one IC goods announced by each Edge 

NSP. 
10% 

BR-GEN-12 Verify that the prototype P1 works the same 

way independently of the number of Edge 

NSPs that compose the ETICS testbeds. 

Prototype P1 scales well when increasing the 

number of Edge NSPs. 5% 

BR-GEN-14 Verify that the selection of inter-connectivity 

link between two Edge NSPs takes into account 

both business (price) and technical (bandwidth) 

parameters when composing the ASQ. 

Inter-connectivity link change for a given ASQ when 

changing business or technical parameters. 
20% 

BR-INIT-01 Verify that Points of Interconnects are correctly 

chosen according to the business and/or 

technical parameters. 

Selected Point of Interconnect corresponds to the 

inter-connectivity links selected for the ASQTT. 20% 

BR-INIT-02 Verify that the resulting ASQTT contains 

destination point or range.  

Description of ASQTT must contain information 

about the destination (point or range). 
20% 

BR-INIT-04 Verify that Points of Interconnects are correctly 

chosen according to the business and/or 

technical parameters. 

Selected Point of Interconnect corresponds to the 

inter-connectivity links selected for the ASQTO. 5% 

BR-INIT-05 Verify that the resulting ASQTO contains the 

requested destination point or range.  

Description of ASQTO must contain information 

about the destination (point or range). 
5% 

BR-VERT-06 Verify that the end-points are supported by the 

Edge NSPs when specified through the User 

Interface. 

ASQ path must take into account the end-points 

specified through the User Interface 5% 

Table 1-4: Test Plans of Business Requirements 

1.2.4.3. SLA Requirements Tests 

The following tests correspond to analyse whether the SLA life cycle phases (creation, composition, 

publication, composition, negotiation, validation and termination) are correctly supported by the first 

prototype, even in an early stage of development. All the tests will be performed through the Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) of the prototype. In addition to check the corresponding GUI messages, protocol 

analyser tools will be used to verify the conformity of the sequences and contents of the various messages 

exchanged among the different building blocks of the ETICS solution.  

Reference Test Description Assessment KPI 

weight 

TR-SLA-GEN-02 Check that it is possible to specify the end 

points when negotiate a new SLA 

End-points specified in the SLA 
5% 

TR-SLA-GEN-04 Check that it is possible to specify the 

minimum bandwidth when negotiate a 

new SLA 

Minimum bandwidth specified in the SLA 

5% 

TR-SLA-GEN-13 Check that Point of Interconnections are 

specified once the SLA is validated 

POI specified in the validated SLA 
10% 

TR-SLA-CREA-01 Check that created SLA contains technical 

performance capabilities of the Edge NSP 

Available bandwidth must be present at least in the 

SLA 
10% 

TR-SLA-CREA-05 Check that a created SLA could not be Need human intervention (at least click on “OK” 5% 
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Reference Test Description Assessment KPI 

weight 

validated automatically button on ETICS User Interface) to validate a SLA 

TR-SLA-CREA-06 Check that the operator should be assisted 

by the ETICS solution to create SLA 

SLA is pre-fulfilled during the creation phase 
5% 

TR-SLA-PUB-02 Check that the SLA catalogue contains only 

trusted SLA 

All SLA in the catalogue are trusted 
10% 

TR-SLA-NEGO-02 Check that the negotiated SLA contains 

the source and destination Edge NSP 

Source and destination Edge NSP of the negotiated 

SLA corresponds to the end-points of the request 
10% 

TR-SLA-NEGO-04 Check that SLA negotiation is driven by the 

User Interface 

User must interact with the User Interface to 

negotiate the SLA, at least to select one 
10% 

TR-SLA-VALID-03 Check that the validation phase returns a 

unique ASQ path 

Returned ASQ path corresponds to the “optimal” 

SLA chain regarding the request 
10% 

TR-SLA-TERM-01 Check that the SLA termination is driven 

by the buyer in normal situation through 

the User Interface and by the seller in case 

of problem 

SLA is terminated and removed 

10% 

TR-SLA-TERM-02 Check that the User Interface provides an 

option to terminate a contracted SLA 

Contracted SLA is terminated when using the 

appropriate User Interface option 
10% 

Table 1-5: Test Plans of SLA Requirements 

1.2.4.4. Network Requirements Tests 

Even if the control and data planes will be tested from prototype 2, a minimum of route information must 

be known by each Edge NSP, at least to determine which neighbour serves the destination or source 

addresses. For that purpose, the test plan of prototype 1 will check if these functionalities are covered. 

Reference Test Description Assessment KPI 

weight 

TR-NET-PC-02 Check that controlled topology information 

only are exchange between Edge NSP 

Neighbour Edge NSP has the knowledge of foreign 

topology information 

50% 

TR-NET-PC-03 Check that the ETICS system recovers in 

case of error during information exchange 

The ETICS system is in a clean state even after a 

transfer problem 

50% 

Table 1-6: Test Plans of Network Requirements 

 


